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Aims
This course provides a rigorous study of advanced topics in life insurance mathematics. It offers
the student the theoretical concepts needed by a life insurance actuary.

Prerequisites
-

Operational knowledge of probability theory and statistics.
Knowledge of basic life insurance theory.

Contents
The course starts with a brief overview of basic life insurance theory: survival distributions and
life tables, life insurance, life annuities, net premiums and net premium reserves.
The basic theory is first extended to insurance and annuities on a general status, with benefits
and premium payment plans dependent on several lives. Multiple life functions depending on
joint-life and last survivor statuses are studied, as well as insurance products where the order of
death determines the benefits and premium payments.
In basic life insurance theory, individual lives (or statuses) are subject to a single decrement of
death. Multiple decrement models are developed for situations where a single life is subject to
multiple decrements (withdrawal, death, disablement, retirement). A major application of
multiple decrement models in actuarial science can be found in the theory of pension plans. We
consider basic methods used in calculating the actuarial present value of benefits and
contributions for a participant in a pension plan. The multiple decrement model is generalized to
the Markov model for life contingencies where transitions between different states are possible in
both directions.
The main cash outflows for an insurer are the benefits to be paid out upon survival or death of
the insured. But an insurer has also cash outflows related to expenditures. Insurance models
including expenses start from the equivalence principle to establish an actuarial equivalence
between gross premiums at the one hand, and benefits and costs at the other hand. Gross
reserves, surrender values and zillmerised reserves are considered in detail.
Conventional insurance contracts are contracts where the benefits (upon survival or death) as
well as the premiums are known (deterministic) at policy issue. For such contracts, the
investment risk is taken by the insurer. We investigate several alterations of the classical life
insurance. Universal life insurance contracts offer more flexibility compared to conventional
contracts in the sense that premium payments are not fixed at policy issue. In Unit-linked life
insurance contracts the investment risk is (partially) taken by the policyholder.
The concept of Fair Valuation of life insurance liabilities is discussed.
Profit testing is a technique used for determining expected profits of a given contract
(conventional or unit linked). It is used to determine premiums and/or cost structure of a contract
(conventional or unit-linked) such that a predetermined profit target is reached.
Attention is also given to Embedded Value calculations (calculation of the Present Value of
Future Profits and of the Net Asset Value).
.

Exam
Written exam.
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